
Name           Date    

Absolute Value 

 

1.  A train leaves Tooele, Utah at 9:00 am traveling east to Salt Lake City, Utah.   

    The distance is 34 miles.  At the same time and speed a train leaves Park City,  

    Utah traveling west to Salt Lake City, Utah.  The distance is 33 miles.   

 

a. Place a dot on 0 representing Salt Lake City and label.  

b. Place dots on the number line to represent Tooele and Park City and label.   

 

 

 

 

c. Distance of Tooele to Salt Lake is_______. 

    Distance of Park City to Salt Lake is_______. 

Distance from Tooele to Park City is_______. 

 

 

2.  The slide at the water park is 12 ft high.  The pool is 6 ft deep.  The distance from the 

bottom of the slide to the surface of the pool water is 2 ft.   

 

a.  Label 0 as the bottom of the slide on your 

number line.   

b.  Label the top of the slide and the bottom of 

the pool on the number line.   
 
 

 
 

c.  Distance from the bottom of the pool to the 

bottom of the slide is_______. 

      

Distance from the top of the slide to the 

bottom of the slide is_______. 

 

Distance from the top of the slide to the 

bottom of the pool is_______. 

 

 

West East 



 

3.  Freezing point is 0˚C and boiling point is 100˚C.  On February 1, 1985 the record 

coldest temperature measured in Utah at Peter’s Sink was -56 ˚C.  On July 5, 1985 

the record hottest temperature measured in Utah in St. George was 47 ˚C.  

   

a.  Label the four temperatures on your number 

line. 

 

 

 

b. The difference between the highest and 

lowest temperature marked on your number 

line is_______. 

 

    The difference between the hottest and 

coldest temperatures in Utah on record 

is_______.  

 

The difference between Utah’s hottest 

temperature and the boiling point is_______. 

 
 

 

Interesting Note: 

(Peter’s Sink -56 ˚C = -67 ˚F and St. George 47 ˚C = 117 ˚F)  

 

   

  

Peter’s Sink 



Name  Key         Date    

Absolute Value 

 

1.  A train leaves Tooele, Utah at 9:00 am traveling east to Salt Lake City, Utah.   

    The distance is 34 miles.  At the same time and speed a train leaves Park City,  

    Utah traveling west to Salt Lake City, Utah.  The distance is 33 miles.   

 

a. Place a dot on 0 representing Salt Lake City and label.  

b. Place dots on the number line to represent Tooele and Park City and label.   

 

 

 

 

c. Distance of Tooele to Salt Lake is 34 miles. 

    Distance of Park City to Salt Lake is 33 miles. 

Distance from Tooele to Park City is 67 miles. 

 

 

2.  The slide at the water park is 12 ft high.  The pool is 6 ft deep.  The distance from the 

bottom of the slide to the surface of the pool water is 2 ft.   

 

a.  Label 0 as the bottom of the slide on your 

number line.   

b.  Label the top of the slide and the bottom of 

the pool on the number line.   
 
 

 
 

c.  Distance from the bottom of the pool to the 

bottom of the slide is 8 feet. 

      

Distance from the top of the slide to the 

bottom of the slide is 12 feet. 

 

Distance from the top of the slide to the 

bottom of the pool is 20 feet. 

 

 

West East 

Tooele Salt Lake Park City 

Bottom of Slide 

Top of Slide 

Bottom of Pool 



 

3.  Freezing point is 0˚C and boiling point is 100˚C.  On February 1, 1985 the record 

coldest temperature measured in Utah at Peter’s Sink was -56 ˚C.  On July 5, 1985 

the record hottest temperature measured in Utah in St. George was 47 ˚C.  

   

a.  Label the four temperatures on your number 

line. 

 

 

 

b. The difference between the highest and 

lowest temperature marked on your number 

line is 156 degrees. 

 

    The difference between the hottest and 

coldest temperatures in Utah on record is 

103 degrees.  

 

The difference between Utah’s hottest 

temperature and the boiling point is 53 

degrees. 

 
 

 

Interesting Note: 

(Peter’s Sink -56 ˚C = -67 ˚F and St. George 47 ˚C = 117 ˚F)  

 

Peter’s Sink 

Freezing Point 

St. George 

Boiling Point 


